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High speed diesel shortage looming, oil companies warn govt, Ogra 

  ISLAMABAD: The oil industry has warned the government and the 
energy regulator — Ogra — that a crisis is looming in high speed diesel 
(HSD) supplies, especially during the peak harvest season, due to a 
host of external and domestic factors. 

 https://www.dawn.com/news/1676562/high-speed-diesel-shortage-
looming-oil-companies-warn-govt-ogra  

 

OGRA inspects Karachi pumps to check substandard oil sale 

  The enforcement team of Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority (OGRA) 
has inspected petrol pumps with its third party inspectors in the 
southern region to check accurate measurements of oil, quality, price 
and ensure safety standards at different outlets. 

 https://dailytimes.com.pk/890285/ogra-inspects-karachi-pumps-to-
check-substandard-oil-sale/  

 

Ogra team inspects 150 petrol pumps 

  ISLAMABAD: The Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority’s enforcement 
team has been continuously inspecting petrol pumps with its third-
party inspectors in southern region to check accurate measurements 
of oil, quality, price, and ensuring safety standards at different outlets. 

 https://www.brecorder.com/news/40156359/ogra-team-inspects-150-
petrol-pumps  

 

OGRA takes action against sale of sub-standard oil and less filling in Karachi 

  ISLAMABAD (Web Desk) – The Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority’s 
enforcement team has inspected Petrol Pumps with its third party 
inspectors in southern region to check accurate measurements of oil, 
quality, price and ensuring safety standards at different outlets. 

 https://dunyanews.tv/en/Business/642407-OGRA-takes-action-
against-sale-of-sub-standard-oil-and-less-filling-in-K  

 

OGRA Launches Operation In Karachi To Curb Sale Of Sub-standard Oil, Less 
Filling 
  ISLAMABAD, (APP - UrduPoint / Pakistan Point News - 22nd Feb, 

2022 ) :An enforcement team of the Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority 
(OGRA) has inspected 150 petrol pumps of different Oil Marketing 
Companies (OMCs) under an operation launched in Karachi to curb 
sale of sub-standard oil and less filling of fuel. 

 https://www.urdupoint.com/en/pakistan/ogra-launches-operation-in-
karachi-to-curb-sa-1474255.html  
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